
HOW TO WRITE A STATEMENT OF INTENT PHOTOGRAPHY WEBSITES

STATEMENT OF INTENT. What is Furthermore, I aside from creating an E- magazine and website, I will maintain a
sketchbook in which I can jot down ideas.

Recently I have focused on portraits that capture mood through light and composition. But you can help them
a little, and your writing can be part of it. Listening to a robotic voice instead of the voice in your head allows
mistakes to surface. By clearly stating this information, your writing can be more concise. If you want to teach
you can do this during workshops and seminars, not in your artist statement. Why do you do what you do?
Again, resist the temptation to write in a way that will appeal to as many people as possible. This simple
strategy can kick off the process in a lighthearted and easy way. I hope to explore all options in terms of media
and visual exhibitions to build up an intricate understanding of my chosen theme, which will allow me to
successfully project my influences and ideas into my work. Try to choose proofreaders with different skills. I
seek the unknown and I look for the light within the shadows, the stories that are not at first obvious and the
uncommon in the common. It means using the most specific language with economy. Also keep in mind that a
project statement does not have to be a lengthy document. Write about your life as an artist, how you got
started, how you got to do what you are doing now, where you find your inspiration, which subjects you are
working on now, which subjects you worked on in the past, which artists were influential in developing your
current style, etc. How to approach writing? With influences as diverse as Kierkegaard and L Ron Hubbard,
new variations are distilled from both explicit and implicit dialogues. Everyone has their ideal photography
client. My general advice for photographers always is: write using a simple, clear voice â€” your voice. Do
you desire to focus on commercial clients or consumer clients? Another tool that is helpful is a text-to-speech
app to read it out loud. But the preceding contains many pointers that I hope can help you approach writing
about your pictures. What is it about photography that excites you? Make sure not every person is an
artistâ€”readers should be able to understand your statement without knowing all the references or terms. I
also hope to specialise and finalise the skills I have learnt throughout the A-level photograph course and
successfully implement them into my final piece.


